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Introduction

Background

When the Chinese civil war ended in 1949, no one anticipated that six decades later the two sides of the Taiwan Strait would still be separate political entities. Chiang Kai-shek fled to the island of Taiwan—a small outpost of Chinese territory that had only recently returned to China after 50 years of Japanese colonization—fully anticipating that his struggle with the new leaders of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was not over. Still, both he and his rival Mao Zedong declared that mainland China and Taiwan were part of the same country, and must be reunified under a single government.

Most observers assumed that it would be only a short time before Taiwan fell to the Communist forces. President Truman made a strategic decision not to intervene with U.S. military force in the face of an anticipated PRC invasion of Taiwan in the spring of 1950. Only with the onset of the Korean War in June 1950 did the U.S. armed forces take on the deterrent posture in the cross-Strait situation that persists today.

In the intervening decades, an intricate security architecture has emerged in the Asia-Pacific region around a still-divided PRC and Taiwan. Today, the political separation of Taiwan from the People’s Republic of China has become a core feature of the East Asian security environment.

The question

When considering the future security environment of East Asia, it is intriguing to consider how this architecture might be affected by a cross-Strait reunification. What would China choose to do with this new situation? How would U.S. partners and allies in the region respond? And what opportunities and challenges would open up for the United States?

The answers depend in large part on the post-reunification mindset of China, of other countries in Asia, and of the United States. A cross-Strait reunification would bring the United States, China, and U.S. regional allies and partners to a decision point. All actors in the region would need to reevaluate their previous assessments of the regional security environment, and the policies resulting from these assessments.

These assessments, in turn, would result from the specific changes to facts on the ground. Certain facts would not automatically change as a result of a reunification. Issues that have long shaped the East Asian security environment, such as tensions
on the Korean peninsula, would remain unaltered. The United States would still have a basic interest in maintaining access to sea lines of communication (SLOCs) and in ensuring peace and stability in the region. U.S. alliances, which are not contingent upon Taiwan and China remaining separate, would persist.

Conversely, a cross-Strait reunification would also result in some unambiguous changes to security facts-on-the-ground. For instance:

- A reunified China would move its geographic borders 100 miles east to the first island chain, gaining an entry point into the open ocean. From this location, China would have greater access to regional transit lanes in all four directions.
- China’s military force, built to take and hold the island of Taiwan, would no longer be pinned down with this mission.
- Two economies—which collectively total nearly $U.S. 5.5 trillion and have a dominant global market share in such important products as semiconductors and other electronics—would be merged.¹

Between these certain continuities and certain changes are a large number of unknowns. The specific military implications of reunification would, for instance, depend in large part on the way in which reunification had occurred—whether Taiwan had been taken by force, whether the Chinese military had suffered significant losses, and so on. Similarly, the exact economic implications of reunification would depend on the timeframe in which reunification had occurred.

In other words, a vast number of factors would come together to shape any post-reunification environment, and until reunification occurs it is impossible to know which ones would be relevant. A thorough consideration of all possible scenarios, even if feasible, would quickly lead to a list of potential outcomes too long to be useful.⁴

Even without knowing the specific circumstances of reunification, however, we can identify the types of factors that would matter. In so doing, we may highlight the underlying dynamics of inter-state relations that would shape a post-reunification regional security environment. This paper aims to do so.

Assumptions

The purpose of this think-piece is to provide a framework for assessing the implications that a China-Taiwan reunification would have for the United States. Our study proceeds from four assumptions:

- The PRC-Taiwan situation has been resolved through reunification or a reunification-like arrangement.
The PRC and Taiwan have reunified under a mainland government that is roughly similar to today’s Chinese Communist Party (CCP)-led regime. In other words, the PRC has not become a democracy.

This reunification has been formally recognized by the global community, including the United States.

The relationship between the United States and China is the same as it is now: a combination of cooperation, competition, and hedging.

This think piece does not assume a specific timeframe. We assess that the factors discussed in this paper would be relevant regardless of whether a reunification occurred soon or in the distant future.

**Approach**

We decided that the most productive approach to assessing implications of a cross-Strait reunification was to identify and discuss the variables that would be most relevant for shaping the post-reunification security environment in Asia, rather than the countless number of specific outcomes that could result. Five key variables would shape a post-reunification Asia:

- China’s assessment of its post-reunification priorities
- China’s desired role in the Asia-Pacific region: hegemony or multipolarity?
- China’s preferred approach to meeting its national goals: coercion or cooperation?
- The response of Asian nations to a changed regional security architecture
- The United States’ desired position in a post-reunification Asia-Pacific region.

In this paper, therefore, we consider the post-reunification Asia-Pacific region from the perspectives of China, the United States, and other Asian nations.

For each variable, we explore the inter-state dynamics that would drive the possible outcomes of cross-Strait reunification. We then discuss the extent to which reunification would fundamentally alter the concerns and motivations of the different countries involved.
Key Findings

Overview

Reunification would change some things, but not everything.

The five variables we discuss in this paper are relevant for understanding the Asian regional security environment today as well as after a reunification. Each represents a continuum of decisions that the United States, China, and other Asian nations must make—today and in the future—in response to their regional security environment. We found that while some of these decisions would probably be altered by the changed security environment following a cross-Strait reunification, many others are determined by issues unrelated to the Taiwan situation. For this reason, these variables can be used to highlight the dynamics of Asian decision-making in other circumstances as well.

China

There are three critical unknowns regarding China’s choices in a post-reunification environment.

- How would China assess its national priorities and interests?
- What roles would China want the U.S. and PRC leadership to have in the Asia-Pacific region?
- How would China view the use of coercion (military, economic, or diplomatic) to achieve its national objectives?

The answers to these questions may not be knowable until after reunification occurs.

- Beyond Taiwan, the PRC has a host of other security concerns competing for its attention. Following reunification, China’s leaders would reassess the strategic environment in order to derive a new priority list. China’s post-Taiwan priorities could range from a fully inward-focused emphasis on domestic issues, to an outward-orientated focus on security around China’s western borders or its eastern maritime periphery, or even further afield.

- It is easy to assume that China seeks regional hegemony, but there is evidence that China’s leadership is still pondering the role that their country should seek to play in the world. Post-reunification, there are reasons that China might accept a multipolar regional security architecture that included a prominent role for the United States. China would be particularly likely to do so if its leadership thought that resolving Taiwan’s status would remove a chief obstacle to cooperation with the United States.
The PRC has historically used a blend of cooperation and coercion to pursue its foreign policy goals, based on its assessment of what would best allow it to achieve its national security objectives. We found no reason to believe that reunification would cause China to more strongly prefer either cooperation or coercion as a primary means of achieving its national goals.

**Asia**

Reunification would cause nations in Asia to reassess their relationships with the United States and the PRC. Three factors would shape the calculus of countries in the region in a post-reunification Asia:

- **Perceived military strength of the United States and of China in the region.** Asian nations would consider the capabilities and limitations of both the United States and China to use military force to accomplish an objective within the Asia-Pacific region.

- **Perceived reliability of the United States and of China as security partners.** Asian nations would calculate whether they could rely on U.S. or Chinese security partnerships, asking whether: (1) the United States or China could be counted on to keep commitments; (2) the United States or China would help during a crisis; and (3) the United States or China would keep its own requests for support reasonable, and not ask for concessions that Asian nations were unable or unwilling to give.

- **Perceived current and potential future value of the United States and of China as economic and diplomatic partners.** Few (if any) countries in the region could afford not to maintain an economic relationship with the United States or with China. But how each country assessed the relative value of this economic relationship after reunification would play into their desire to maintain relationships in the economic and other sectors with the United States and China. Asian nations would also consider how reunification had affected the relative regional and global diplomatic weight of the United States and China in determining their preferred future partnerships with both.

**The United States**

Reunification would not radically change the United States’ overarching goals or desired role in Asia—only, possibly, its desired security presence.

- U.S. goals in Asia have remained relatively stable over the past century. Since the United States first established a permanent presence in Asia in 1898, it has had two persistent goals in the region: to preserve access to Asian markets; and to prevent any single non-U.S. power from dominating
Asia’s regional security order. Since World War II, the United States has additionally provided active support to its allies and partners in Asia, in order to build and maintain a peaceful, stable, and democratic Asia-Pacific.

- The current irresolution of Taiwan’s status does not drive U.S. national goals in Asia, and its removal would not change them. The United States initially took on the role of security guarantor in Asia based on its concerns over several security issues that have not yet been resolved, to include stability on the Korean peninsula, non-proliferation, and freedom of navigation. Absent Taiwan, the United States would still have a clearly defined role in helping to manage and resolve those issues.

- One cannot dismiss the possibility that reunification could significantly change the scope and composition of the U.S. desired presence in Asia—particularly its military presence. In a post-reunification environment, it might be possible for the United States to meet its goals and fulfill its preferred role in Asia in ways that would not require as robust a military footprint and thus be less expensive in terms of both financial costs and opportunity costs.

- There is no cross-Strait reunification scenario in which the United States would cease to be a Pacific nation. U.S. economic, social, and cultural ties to the region will require a strong comprehensive presence in Asia for the foreseeable future.
Variable 1: China’s Assessment of its Post-Taiwan Priorities

When identifying the range of possible outcomes from a cross-Strait reunification, the first issue we consider is *China’s assessment of its post-reunification priorities*. What underlying strategic concerns and dynamics would drive this assessment?

- Although China gives a very high priority to reunification with Taiwan, it also has a host of other security concerns competing for its attention.
- Reunification would force China to reassess the importance of its existing security concerns and to consider any new issues that might arise afterwards.
- China has a well-defined process for assessing its strategic environment, which would provide indicators for observers trying to understand how a reunified China was prioritizing its next security concerns.
- China’s post-Taiwan priorities could range from a fully inward-focused emphasis on domestic issues; to an emphasis on resolving security tensions with its neighbors on the western land periphery or eastern maritime periphery; to a focus on global power projection.
- How China chose to prioritize its security concerns and military missions would depend on external circumstances, and on the nature of reunification—including the role that the United States had played in reunification.

The arrow above indicates the likely implications that a range of possible outcomes would have for the United States. If China were to focus its post-reunification attention outward, there would be a greater possibility of friction or conflict with the United States or with U.S. allies and partners. If China were to prioritize the management of domestic issues over power projection, it would be less likely to be regionally disruptive.

*Bringing Taiwan under mainland Chinese rule has long been one of the highest priorities of the PRC regime.*

There are two main reasons for the PRC’s enduring focus on bringing Taiwan under mainland Chinese rule: Taiwan’s symbolic value, and its strategic value.
Taiwan’s symbolic value

China views its separation from Taiwan as the final vestige of a long period of “humiliation” that stretched from the mid-19th to the mid-20th century, during which large portions of China’s territory were lost either to independence movements or to semi-colonization by foreign powers. A prominent mainland military strategist has described the retaking of Taiwan as “the last campaign to end China’s civil war.”

Today, “accomplishing the great task of reunifying the motherland” by regaining Taiwan is deemed by China’s government to be the “sacred duty of all Chinese people” and “the bounden duty of the Chinese Communists,” and has become a focus of popular nationalism in China. In 2005, China codified its commitment to reunifying with Taiwan through its “Anti-Secession Law,” which states that “Taiwan is part of China. The [PRC] state shall never allow ... Taiwan [to] secede from China under any name or by any means,” and reserved the right to use force to compel reunification. Reunification has thus become a central element of the CCP regime’s legitimacy.

Taiwan’s strategic value

Taiwan also is believed to be of high strategic importance for China, sitting as it does in the middle of the “first island chain” off China’s coast (see figure 1).

---

Taiwan’s strategic value has been the subject of discussion among those in the PLA charged with formulating military strategy and doctrine. For instance, a PLA senior captain from the Naval Research Institute, which plays an important role in formulating the PLA Navy’s doctrine, has described Taiwan and the Hainan islands as a “pair of eyes” looking over the Pacific, explaining that:

> China is surrounded and cut off from the Pacific by numerous islands and island chains. Only Taiwan directly faces the Pacific, and it still has not reunified with mainland China. Therefore, China has no unhindered channels to the sea.  

Another important doctrinal writing, the 2005 *Science of Military Strategy*, describes Taiwan as “the key to the southeast coast of China” and “a strategic key area and sea barrier for defense and offense.”

Thus, the irresolution of the cross-Strait situation has thus long occupied a high place on China’s list of both national policy and security concerns, and a Taiwan scenario has been a key driver of China’s military modernization.

**But Taiwan has never been the PRC’s only security concern.**

Despite the emphasis on reunification, however, China’s military has never had the luxury of focusing solely on Taiwan. As suggested by a quote from a PRC State Councilor, in the text box at right, China’s leaders prioritize several “core” national interests, of which ensuring “state sovereignty and territorial integrity”—which includes the restoration of Taiwan—is only one. In the past, even when China’s military and civilian leaders have been the most focused on regaining Taiwan, they have always had to simultaneously manage other enduring security concerns that touch upon all three of these “core interests.” These concerns include (but are not limited to):

- **The desire to gain or consolidate control over other PRC-claimed territory.** Since the 1950s, PRC leadership has engaged in repeated diplomatic and military efforts to resolve territorial disputes to its favor, both with its continental neighbors and with regard to various islands in the East and South China Seas. Should China regain control over Taiwan, its leadership would presumably seek to identify its next most pressing territorial concern. However, with the Taiwan situation resolved, it is not clear how high a
priority the Chinese government would place on the regaining of other PRC-claimed territory.

- **The need to protect itself from threats on its land borders.** Throughout its history, the PRC has faced repeated threats from its continental neighbors. In the 1960s it prepared for war with the Soviet Union; it fought cross-border wars with India in 1962 and with Vietnam in 1979; and today it faces the possibility of terrorism and instability spilling over from Central Asia into its own restive western regions. These concerns could easily replace the regaining of PRC-claimed territory as China’s highest sovereignty-related priority.

- **The need to protect China’s maritime borders.** Threats to sovereignty and territorial integrity also come from the sea. Defending China’s coastline from invasion or attack has long been a concern of Chinese governments. Today, Chinese military leaders fear that a hostile power could move naval forces close enough to launch attacks on important political, economic, and military targets along China’s coasts. Accordingly, in recent years they have placed a greater emphasis on maritime strategic depth for offshore defensive operations.

- **The need to manage internal unrest and challenges to CCP legitimacy.** The PRC leadership faces a growing culture of public protest within China’s own borders: such protests, or “mass incidents,” number tens of thousands per year. The Chinese government currently lacks the institutional capacity to effectively manage the people’s complaints, many of which center on economic inequality, joblessness, and other negative impacts created by China’s rapid economic expansion. Periodically the legitimacy of CCP rule is challenged outright, sometimes violently, by democracy activists and by ethnic separatists, primarily in Xinjiang and Tibet.

- **The need to protect access to resources and markets that support China’s economic development.** As China’s economy has opened to the outside world, the ability to sustain rapid, export-led economic growth has become increasingly central to the PRC government’s legitimacy. Since the 1980s, and especially since the early 1990s, the ability to protect access to resources, trade routes, and markets has become a major security concern.

**Over the past decade, China’s security concerns have continued to diversify.**

In addition to these enduring security concerns, today China faces an even longer list of new and emerging security concerns that it must balance with its persistent desire to regain Taiwan. These emerging concerns include:

- The need to protect the growing number of overseas investments and Chinese citizens working abroad

- An increasing perception of dependence on foreign energy sources
- A desire to stabilize China’s western border regions
- The need to develop space and cyber capabilities.\(^\text{18}\)

Thus, because China’s list of security concerns is ever growing, a number of high-level issues could compete for the leadership’s attention after a cross-Strait reunification.

**China’s military is expected to help manage these security concerns.**

The diversity of China’s non-Taiwan security concerns, and the way that they might play into the future military missions of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) are captured in a directive given to China’s military in 2004. In that year PRC president Hu Jintao issued his “Historic Missions of the Armed Forces in the New Period of the New Century” (hereafter, “New Historic Missions”), in which he outlined the ways that the PLA is expected to help address the wide range of security concerns facing the PRC.\(^\text{19}\)

The four “New Historic Missions” are:

- **Uphold Party rule.** As the armed forces of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), China’s military is expected to defend CCP rule over China and maintain unquestioned loyalty to the Party. (Hu also emphasized that the Party itself bears a responsibility for buttressing its popular legitimacy by improving its capacity for effective governance.)

- **Provide a “staunch security guarantee” for national development.** The PLA should protect against a number of critical security threats that, if badly handled, could derail China’s long-term economic development strategy. These include threats to China’s national sovereignty, national unification, and social stability.

- **Support the “expansion of national interests.”** The PLA is expected to build up its capacity to protect China’s expanding security interests, particularly in the maritime, space, and electromagnetic domains.

- **“Uphold world peace and promote common development.”** China’s military should help shape a world order that is conducive to China’s development and to peaceful, cooperative relations with other powers.

The issuance of the “New Historic Missions” makes it clear that the PRC government has devoted considerable attention to the question of how its security concerns should be managed. However, the “New Historic Missions” do not make clear which of these issues would be at the top of a post-reunification priority list—or even which ones are at the top of the list now.\(^\text{20}\)

Thus, without more information about the exact nature of the post-reunification regional environment, it is impossible to assess which of China’s security concerns
would prevail. However, we can shed some light on the process by which this assessment would be made, as described below.

**China would prioritize its post-reunification security concerns based on a “strategic assessment” of the regional security environment.**

With the Taiwan situation resolved, China’s leaders would undertake a well-established process to determine a new priority list. When China’s leaders make decisions about national security policy, they begin by making what they call a “strategic assessment” (zhānlüè panduān; 战略判断) of the global and regional security environment. A new strategic assessment is issued rarely—there have been only four iterations since 1956—and only when the PRC government believes that there have been significant changes in one or more of the following:

- The international order
- The regional and global security environment and China’s security situation
- China’s domestic situation
- The nature of warfare itself.

In 1993, for instance, China’s leaders examined a number of changes that had taken place in the previous decade, including the demise of the Soviet Union, the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, the accelerated development of a Taiwan identity separate from the PRC, and military developments showcased in the First Gulf War. They concluded that China’s overall security situation was more stable than it had been at any time since the end of the Chinese civil war, but that a host of new challenges were emerging from the rise of ethnic and religious tensions, the emergence of local conflicts, the potential for a high-tech military arms race, and Taiwan’s nascent independence movement. This conclusion is an example of a “strategic assessment.”

This strategic assessment is the basis on which the PRC government determines the armed forces’ “main strategic direction” (zhuyào zhānlüè fāngxiàng; 主要战略方向) and, at times, their “secondary” or “other” strategic directions. The “main strategic direction” is the PRC government’s judgment of the most likely future contingency: Who is the most likely next enemy? Where is war most likely to break out? And how should the PLA prepare for this contingency? The “secondary strategic directions” (of which there can be none, one, or several) highlight additional contingencies for which the PLA should prepare. In 1964, for instance, China’s “main strategic direction” was the Soviet Union, and its “secondary strategic directions” were Vietnam and Taiwan. Since 1993, China’s “main strategic direction” has been Taiwan, and its “secondary strategic directions” have been the Sino-Indian border and the South China Sea.
These current “secondary strategic directions” tell us that China’s leadership currently believes that both the Sino-Indian border and the South China Sea have a high potential to pose a security threat to the PRC. However, we cannot know now whether these risks would still be viewed as important by the time a reunification might occur. Moreover, the circumstances of reunification might themselves significantly alter the regional security environment. Almost certainly, China’s leadership would undertake a new strategic assessment at this time. While the process of creating this assessment is obscure, as outside observers we would expect to see the results of this new assessment announced in high-level fora and publications such as the biennial defense white paper; speeches at Party Congresses; and speeches at expanded meetings of the Central Military Commission (CMC). Only then would a clearer picture emerge of China’s ranking of post-Taiwan security priorities.

**Post-reunification, China could take any of four “strategic directions.”**

Unless a specific new or reinvigorated threat emerged in the region, we assess that a reunified China would turn its security attention—and thus the attention of its future military development—in one of four directions. It is worth noting that all of these represent concerns that China’s government already has. The difference is simply that, without a Taiwan contingency to worry about, China’s leadership would be able to turn greater attention and more resources to these other issues.

**A reunified China could look inward, concentrating its resources on bolstering Party rule within its own borders.**

In a post-Taiwan world the PRC government could determine that its greatest national challenge came from within. Domestic popular unrest stemming from social and economic grievances could pose a potentially grave threat to China’s top “core interest”—i.e., the need to “maintain its fundamental system and state security”—and to the third “core interest” of “continued stable development of the economy and society.” A reunified China could thus decide to put greater emphasis on an internal “strategic direction”—i.e., the need to maintain the CCP’s social control and to address long-standing governance problems. It could do so through economic and social policy (e.g., creating jobs or a social safety net), or through coercive measures such as forcibly putting down public protests.

**Military**, a PRC decision to focus inward could ratchet down tensions with other nations in the South and East China Seas. In this case, China’s government might choose not to press its territorial and jurisdictional claims in those areas, perhaps even reorienting its military posture and budgets to better manage internal security issues. Even an inward-focused China, however, is unlikely to allow its military capabilities to significantly deteriorate—and for this reason, other nations in the region would probably continue to watch China warily.
Economically, an inward-focused China could have a significant impact on other countries in the region. If, for instance, the PRC leadership were to focus on job creation and economic adjustment far more than it does at present, this could lead to heightened economic protectionism, manipulated exchange rates, or a poorer investment climate for foreigners. On the other hand, if the PRC were to give greater attention to reining in its runaway economic growth, enhancing domestic social equity, and improving trade relations with neighbors, it could become a force for economic stabilization and regional prosperity.

A reunified China could look outward, to its western periphery.

A more outward-focused PRC would have several choices. One would be to prioritize concerns about stability along China’s continental borders, particularly in the west and southwest. China increasingly relies on Central Asian oil and gas supplies to diversify its energy sources and minimize its vulnerability to an interruption of its maritime supply lines, but many Central Asian countries are unstable. Muslim extremism in the region also concerns China, as many Muslim extremist communities have ties to ethnic minority groups in China that are resistant to CCP rule. Thus China might choose to prioritize securing access to oil pipelines in Central Asia; settling its remaining land border dispute with India; or working with neighboring countries to quell extremism.

Such a shift in attention could have a significant impact on China’s security relations with Central and South Asia. China could put diplomatic or military pressure on its neighbors to secure pipelines, for instance, or to put down restive ethnic populations. China could adversely affect relations with its neighbors by militarily fortifying its borders or otherwise seeming to threaten their sovereignty. Alternatively, it could work cooperatively with these same neighbors to contain unrest, to manage cross-border tensions, and to protect transit lines. Some such actions—particularly with the nondemocratic regimes of Central Asia—could be viewed as counter to U.S. values and interests, depending on the particulars. Any significant change in China’s western-oriented posture would surely affect the security calculus of Russia and India, as well as that of the United States.

A reunified China could look outward, to the sea.

A reunified, outward-focused China could instead choose to use the maritime assets once focused on Taiwan to pursue other goals in regional waters. The airfields, ports, and naval bases on Taiwan and its outlying islands (including Taiwan’s airfield on Itu Aba in the Spratly archipelago), could provide useful access for securing other goals in the Yellow, East, and South China Seas.

One possible goal would be for China to pursue its unresolved territorial claims in these three seas. The PRC has disputes with several of its neighbors regarding the territorial sovereignty of a number of islands in those three seas, as well as the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) jurisdiction for fishing, transit, and military
activities. (See figure 2, below.) Pressing those claims might appear to be a particularly appealing option if, following reunification, there were an upsurge of calls from Chinese nationalists to restore the rest of China’s “lost” territory. Such an action has the potential to bring China into conflict with a number of East Asian nations, including Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, the Philippines, Brunei, and Malaysia. In recent years the upswing of regional frictions over these islands has shown that other claimant nations are willing to take diplomatic action to defend their claims against China, and that in some cases they will call for the United States to take sides—even if the U.S. might prefer to stay out of such disputes.

![Figure 2: China's territorial and jurisdictional disputes](image)

Alternatively, China could choose to concentrate on simply securing access to resources and markets against threats from piracy, terrorism, or unstable states, without pursuing territorial claims. Such a choice could lead to conflict with other nations, but it would not necessarily do so. Alternatively, it could provide opportunities for cooperation between China, the United States, and other Asian nations—for example, for joint development of natural resources or joint military patrols of SLOCs.

A reunified China could look further afield, to its economic interests beyond Asia.

Finally, China could concentrate on protecting its increasingly far-flung global economic assets. The PRC could, for instance, seek to secure shipping lanes in the Indian Ocean and beyond, or to increase its ability to undertake non-combatant evacuations (NEOs) of its citizens overseas.

This new role could provide ample opportunity for cooperation with other nations, through such activities as anti-piracy operations, joint patrols of SLOCs, and shared humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR) missions. It could also, however, create opportunities for conflict: if the PLA were to become more active in protecting Chinese interests abroad, the possibility of miscalculation or confrontation with other military or civilian populations would increase.

**Impact of reunification**

Would reunification fundamentally change the PRC leadership’s decisions about its new strategic priorities?

To some extent, no. China at present has so many security concerns beyond Taiwan that it would not need to create a new list after reunification, and the current list provides some indication of China’s perception of its most likely next threats. In the absence of other significant change in the region, for instance, China’s current “secondary strategic directions” of the South China Sea and the Sino-Indian border might retain priority.

Up until now, however, the need to plan for a Taiwan contingency has driven the PLA’s military modernization program. Reunification would free up military resources that have long been focused on retaking Taiwan, and would force China’s government to undertake a major assessment of how to reallocate these resources.

This assessment would be driven in part by regional and domestic circumstances unrelated to reunification, which are impossible to specify in advance: issues such as relations with other states, and China’s economic circumstances and ability to allocate funds to the military. On the other hand, one factor is directly related to the circumstances of reunification: whether China regained Taiwan through force, or through peaceful means. A peaceful reunification in which no external powers intervened could decrease China’s general threat perception. A forceful reunification, on the other hand, might increase China’s sense of threat from other nations and from the United States. If some portion of Taiwan’s population continued to resist reunification after the fact, China could also focus on pouring military resources into holding the island, thus postponing the question of how to prioritize its other concerns.
Variable 2: China’s Desired Role in the Asia-Pacific Region: Hegemony or Multipolarity?

The second question to examine when considering the range of possible outcomes from a cross-Strait reunification is, What role do PRC leaders want China to play in a post-reunification Asia?

- Would China accept the United States’ long-standing role as guarantor of peace and stability in the region?
- Would China strive for a multipolar East Asia where several strong nations (potentially including the United States) share regional power and influence and no individual nation dominates?
- Alternatively, would China aspire to become the regional hegemon in Asia and attempt to minimize the role and presence of the United States in a Pax Sinica?

The arrow above depicts a continuum of possible power balances in Asia. In the middle of the arrow is true multipolarity: an Asia in which two or more strong nations share influence and power but no single country predominates. At either end is regional unipolarity: one country is the dominant power across military, economic, and diplomatic sectors. Reasonable people disagree on where exactly the regional power structure currently is on this arrow; however, the general consensus is that we are on the right half of the arrow but are moving to the left, toward a multipolar (or bipolar) Asia.

It is safe to say that the United States will always prefer a regional power structure somewhere to the right of the midpoint on the arrow—ranging from multipolarity to U.S. dominance. And it is equally safe to say that any post-reunification China would prefer a regional power structure on the left side of the midpoint, seeking a regional architecture not based on U.S. alliances. Beyond that, however, future preferences are not self-evident.
Further, we assess that:

- It is easy to assume that China seeks regional hegemony, but there is also abundant evidence that China is still pondering the role it seeks to play in the world.
- Post-reunification, there are reasons that China might accept or even prefer a multipolar regional security architecture that includes a prominent role for the United States.
- China’s perception of threats from the United States and other countries after reunification would be a significant factor in determining its preferred regional security architecture.

**China’s preferred regional security architecture is uncertain.**

There has been much speculation in recent years about China’s desired power structure in Asia. This speculation has been heightened by the fact that at present there appears to be a growing divergence between China’s words and its deeds with regard to its preferred regional security architecture.

**China’s words support multipolarity.**

For many years, China’s political elites and public intellectuals have asserted their preference for a global security architecture that differs from the competitive, zero-sum relations of the Cold War era. China has emphasized that after its own experience as a semi-colonized nation, it will never seek “hegemony,” either regionally or globally, and that it is committed to the establishment of “equality” among nations through multilateral institutions and other arrangements that reflect a multipolar architecture in which no one country dominates. President Hu Jintao has repeatedly stated the assertion that, as he put it at the 17th National Party Congress in 2007, “China opposes all forms of hegemonism and power politics and will never seek hegemony or engage in expansion.”

Such statements clearly serve a political purpose, but we cannot automatically dismiss them as disingenuous. Outside observers have drawn on both international relations theory and PRC public writings to argue that China would prefer regional multipolarity in Asia, either due to the costs of maintaining regional hegemony or out of a genuine preference for sharing regional power and influence.

**China’s recent deeds trend toward a China-led unipolarity.**

Many other U.S. scholars and policy-makers, drawing on international relations theory about the nature of rising powers and on examples of China’s increasingly assertive rhetoric and behavior against other nations (particularly the United States), have argued that China will eventually seek to shut the United States out of Asia. Some suggest that the only factors that have stopped the PRC from assuming the
role of regional hegemon thus far are a lack of military capability, on one hand, and the continued irresolution of the cross-Strait situation on the other. By this logic, reunification would lead to a China more inclined to assert its desired dominance over the region—and, depending on the circumstances, more capable of doing so.

Such suspicions are bolstered by the fact that since late 2008 China’s behavior—particularly in the maritime realm—has grown increasingly assertive. Ranging from the harassment of USNS *Impeccable* in March 2009, to outspoken opposition to U.S. naval exercises with South Korea in the Yellow Sea and Vietnam in the South China Sea in 2010, China’s actions have appeared to be asserting a desire to restrict U.S. activities in Asia and to attenuate U.S. regional alliances and friendships. Some analysts have also pointed to China’s enthusiastic participation in regional institutions that do not count the United States among their members, such as the Association of Asian Nations Plus 3 (ASEAN+3), as evidence that China seeks to shut out the United States from regional economic and diplomatic arrangements.

If China pursued this preference after reunification, at the very least it would seek to dominate Asia’s existing regional security architecture. In a worst-case scenario, China could seek to dismantle the U.S. security coalition through a combination of diplomatic, military, and economic coercion of its Asian neighbors. (On the likelihood of China pursuing a coercive strategy, see Variable #3.)

*Post-reunification, China would not necessarily seek hegemony.*

It is easy to speculate that the irresolution of Taiwan’s status has held the PRC back from establishing regional hegemony—and thus that the resolution of that issue would push China further toward the left side of the arrow. Yet, there are reasons to question whether this would necessarily follow.

*The PRC has historically accepted a range of power structures in Asia.*

Over the past century China has weathered many different regional power configurations. At times, one nation has been militarily and/or economically dominant; at others, multiple countries have shared regional influence and power. At times, Asia has been under the domination of an outside power, or powers, as it was during the 19th and early 20th centuries, when Britain and other European nations held sway; at others, a single Asian power has been dominant, as Japan was in the 1930s. If we substitute “other country dominant” for “PRC dominant” at the left (red) end of the arrow, we see that Asia’s situation has ranged across nearly the entire arrow during the past century.

This history reminds us that a future Chinese *preference* against a continued strong U.S. regional role does not necessarily mean that China would not *accept or
tolerate such a role for the United States. Depending on the costs to China’s regional and global reputation of seeking regional hegemony, and on the material costs of taking on the full burden of securing Asia, even a dominant-leaning China might reluctantly accept an arrangement in which the United States maintained a significant role in Asia.

**China’s sense of threat from the United States and from other Asian nations could change after a reunification.**

A reunified China would be likely to formulate its preferences based on its strategic assessment of the post-reunification global and regional security environment—not on China’s past practice.

A reunified China would view itself as having scored a major ideological victory—and, depending on the circumstances of reunification, perhaps a major military victory—and it might feel more confident about its ability to respond to other future security challenges. This could, possibly, serve to improve China’s relations with the United States and with other Asian powers. In discussions with their American counterparts today, Chinese military and civilian elites state repeatedly that Taiwan is the “main obstacle” to improved China-U.S. relations. If they are right, the removal of that obstacle should reduce China’s concern about a continued U.S. regional presence.

However, there are indications today that China’s leadership views the United States—and some other Asian nations—as threats to Chinese interests regardless of Taiwan’s situation. Many Chinese international relations commentators today express the belief that the United States seeks to “contain” China in Asia. Further, they assert that some other Asian nations seek either to compete directly with China, or to encourage the United States to maintain its presence as a counterweight to China’s growing power. As evidence that justifies their concerns, these Chinese commentators point to:

- U.S. military transits and surveillance operations in China’s EEZ
- U.S. basing and other arrangements throughout Asia that are viewed as contributing to a “strategic encirclement and blockading of China by the U.S. military”
- Military buildups (particularly naval buildups) by Japan, the ROK, Russia, Australia, India, and some Southeast Asian nations.

The nature of reunification would be central to China’s interpretation of U.S. intentions post-reunification. If reunification had been achieved through a military confrontation involving the United States, China would almost certainly be unable to see any positive future role for the U.S. in Asia. A peaceful reunification is a slightly more complicated scenario. If the United States had expressed reservations prior to peaceful reunification, China might view it as seeking to oppose even
peaceful actions that could serve to strengthen China. If the United States had stayed true to its stated policy of support for a “peaceful settlement of the Taiwan question by the Chinese themselves,” China might view the U.S. in a more positive light—or it might view the U.S. as weak or accommodating.

**China’s post-reunification assessment could have three outcomes.**

China’s post-reunification assessment of the regional security environment could have three outcomes, described below.

**A reunified China could aspire to regional hegemony, and attempt to exclude the United States from Asia.**

While a reunified China might not be able to keep the United States out of Asia, it could work very hard to do so. It could, for instance, persuade U.S. allies and partners to question the credibility of U.S. commitment to the region; use economic or diplomatic coercion to shut the United States out of regional institutions and bilateral arrangements; or increase its military capacity to deny the United States access to Asia. China’s leadership has in the past undertaken activities that would support all of these goals.

**A reunified China might prefer to see U.S. presence significantly diminished, but be willing to share power and influence with other Asian nations.**

China could seek to improve relations with its Asian neighbors while still minimizing U.S. presence in Asia. Many of the concerns that China has expressed about the military buildup of other Asian nations appear to be filtered through its perception that the United States wishes to lead a regional effort to contain China. The PRC might be less hostile to the military development of other Asian nations if it believed that these efforts were not being led by the United States. China could then engage in burden sharing and cooperate militarily with neighboring countries to meet a range of common national security goals. For instance, they might work together to control piracy in the Malacca Strait, perform cooperative search and rescue operations, or undertake humanitarian missions. They could also join together to keep the United States out of Asia.

This scenario would be most likely if the nature of cross-Strait reunification had done serious damage to the credibility of the United States as a security partner. Were China to take this approach, it might seek to appeal to Asian nations’ common heritage and interests, and imply that the United States would not be able or willing to support Asia’s future interests. Alternatively, China might use various forms of coercion to increase the cost to U.S. allies and partners of maintaining their relationship with the United States.
A reunified China could prefer a multipolar regional power structure in which the United States maintains a strong Asian presence.

There are a number of reasons that China might opt for a continued strong U.S. presence in the Asia-Pacific region. For instance:

- China might welcome U.S. support in defending SLOCs and promoting stability in the East Asian maritime domain. If China’s leadership had assessed that other security concerns were of higher priority, it might welcome this burden-sharing on its maritime periphery.
- China might see U.S. presence as essential for reassuring Japan and thus checking a future Japanese military buildup.
- China might view the United States as a useful partner in maintaining stability on the Korean peninsula.

**Impact of reunification**

Would reunification affect China’s preferences for hegemony or multipolarity after reunification?

To an extent, yes. A successful cross-Strait reunification could accelerate China’s already-growing sense of confidence in its ability to respond to security challenges and shape its regional environment.

If China had successfully employed force against the United States as part of the reunification process, the PRC leadership could be pushed further in the direction of a China-led unipolarity—both because China’s confidence in its military capabilities would be bolstered, and because a direct military confrontation with the United States over Taiwan would only increase PRC suspicions that the U.S. seeks to prevent China from achieving its interests. In this scenario, China would strive, so far as possible, to push the United States out of Asia following a reunification.

If reunification had occurred peacefully, its impact on Beijing’s perception of its role in the region would be less dramatic. China might still be emboldened upon having achieved this central national security objective, but its threat perception of other nations would not be increased. Indeed, a peaceful reunification could—though not necessarily have—decrease China’s sense of threat from the United States. If the United States had acted on its policy that states its support for a “peaceful settlement of the Taiwan question by the Chinese themselves,” real and substantive opportunities for cooperation could emerge on a wide range of issues central to the U.S.-China relationship. Such an outcome could preserve America’s status as a major actor in the region and set the baseline for the power balance in Asia at a position of multipolarity.
Variable 3: China’s Preferred Approach to Meeting its National Goals: Coercive or Cooperative?

A third variable to consider in a cross-Strait reunification scenario is the means by which the PRC would choose to pursue its national interests and shape the post-reunification East Asia security environment.

- China has shown in the past that it is willing to use a blend of cooperation and coercion to achieve its security goals.
- China’s willingness to use coercion to achieve certain aims does not mean that it will always choose to do so.
- Reunification would not significantly change the PRC’s calculus of when to behave coercively or cooperatively in the region.

The arrow above shows the likely implications that a range of PRC preferences would have for the United States. A coercive China would be more likely to behave in ways detrimental to the interests of the United States and of U.S. regional allies and partners. A fully cooperative China would almost certainly benefit the United States, while a China that maintained a degree of competition with its neighbors would be both a more likely outcome and a more ambiguous one in its implications for the United States.

China has effectively used both cooperation and coercion to achieve its national goals.

In the past, China has shown—in both word and deed—that it values cooperation as a means of addressing certain areas of national interest. Many scholars of China’s foreign policy suggest that China’s decision-makers generally prefer using “softer” instruments of national power, such as economic influence and military diplomacy, rather than employing “hard” military power to achieve overarching national goals. But China also has shown repeatedly that it sees value in coercion (and, at times, in oppression). Indeed, the PRC historically has displayed skill at using a blend of cooperation and coercion to pursue its foreign policy goals. Moreover, it has shown an ability to comfortably wield a wide range of coercive tools, in the diplomatic, economic, and military realms.
The rhetoric of cooperation: The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence and the New Security Concept

In 1982 the PRC wrote into its constitution the “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence” that were to form the basis of its foreign policy, including all forms of cooperation with other nations. They include:

- Mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity
- Mutual non-aggression
- Non-interference in each other's internal affairs
- Equality and mutual benefit
- Peaceful co-existence.

These principles are reaffirmed in China’s 1997 “New Security Concept,” which promotes “dialogue,” “cooperation,” and “mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality and coordination.” These principles theoretically aim at creating a regional and global system in which nations refrain from forms of competition that could lead to inter-state conflict.

When the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence were established, they were self-serving: the PRC at that point did not have the capability to effectively coerce other nations, and sought to ensure that China would not jeopardize its own safety by engaging in bilateral relations. Over time the PRC leadership’s interpretation of these principles has evolved, as China’s interests and its ability to protect them have expanded. Where once China’s leaders took a strict stance of non-participation in any regional or global activities that could be construed as “interfering” in other nations’ domestic affairs, they now allow more active participation in multilateral activities that protect China’s interests and show the PRC to be a good global citizen—such as peacekeeping, or participation in multilateral anti-piracy operations.

Even as the interpretation of these principles has evolved, however, the basic rhetorical adherence to cooperation and non-interference has remained a fundamental element of the PRC’s foreign policy heritage, and of the regional and global image it seeks to project. The rhetoric of cooperation influences the way China frames its foreign interactions.

Creating a cooperative image: China’s Southeast Asian “charm offensive”

In the late 1990s and early to mid 2000s, China put these cooperative principles into action in order to pursue its national goals in Southeast Asia. China’s ability to reassure and to maintain strong relations with its neighboring countries is partly dependent on its appearing to be a peaceful power, and Chinese leaders know this. The PRC leadership has thus pursued what outside observers have labeled a “charm offensive” in Southeast Asia. Despite some enduring points of contention
with these nations, China’s leaders during this period made a concerted effort to establish and participate in regional organizations, bilateral discussions, and forms of security cooperation that could help manage conflict, if not resolve it. In the East and South China Seas, for instance, China has:

- Discussed joint development of natural resources in some disputed regional waters
- Established notification mechanisms with other claimants when conducting military activities in disputed waters
- Established a long-debated “Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea” with ASEAN in 2002 and indicated its commitment to framing a more binding “Code of Conduct” in the future
- Worked with the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) to negotiate a framework for confidence-building measures among regional militaries.

In adopting this cooperative approach, China emphasizes the advantages that all parties will gain if China and other Asian nations strengthen their cultural, economic, and security ties. China’s leaders frequently stress that such ties can help Asia become more economically powerful and more self-sufficient in the security realm (i.e., free from foreign influence, particularly that of the United States). Indeed, this “charm offensive” could be viewed as an example of how a hegemonic-leaning China might co-opt its neighboring nations into discouraging U.S. presence in Asia.

**Blending coercion and cooperation: Taiwan**

While China has a clear history of using cooperation and soft power to attain national goals, it also has shown itself to be willing to use various forms of coercion to pursue its objectives. One example is the Chinese navy’s increasingly assertive behavior in the South China Sea between 2008 and 2011—even as China was simultaneously continuing to carry out the more cooperative activities discussed above.

For even longer-term examples of the wide range of coercive methods China has employed in the past, we can look at the Taiwan case itself. Over time, China has used military, economic, and diplomatic coercion to deter Taiwan independence and to isolate Taiwan internationally.

- **Military coercion**: China carried out attacks of various intensities on Taiwan’s offshore islands from the 1950s until 1979. Things remained relatively quiet, until the mid 1990s, when—alarmed by what they viewed as the independence leanings of Taiwan’s then-president Lee Teng-hui—China’s leaders carried out large-scale military exercises in the Taiwan Strait. In 2005 China codified its willingness to use military force to compel reunification in the Anti-Secession Law.
• **Diplomatic coercion:** China has shown itself willing to “punish” nations and institutions that maintain official or even unofficial ties with Taiwan that have not been approved by Beijing. For instance, the PRC suspended high-level dialogues with the United States in 1995, when the U.S. government allowed President Lee to visit Cornell University; the PRC similarly suspended high-level talks with Singapore in 2004 (and threatened to hold up free-trade discussions) following a visit of that country’s prime minister to Taiwan. Finally, the Chinese have repeatedly suspended military-to-military contacts with the United States following announcements of arms sales to Taiwan or other actions that China does not like.

• **Economic coercion:** In 1993 China retaliated against France’s sale of frigates and Mirage fighter jets to Taiwan by excluding French companies from consideration in bidding to build Guangzhou’s subway and by ending its purchases of French wheat for several years.\(^4\) Similarly, in early 2010, China reportedly threatened to impose sanctions on U.S. defense firms selling arms to Taiwan under a newly approved arms package, although it did not follow through on this threat.\(^4\)

**China’s willingness to use coercion to achieve certain aims does not mean that it will always choose to do so.**

Yet China has not always employed coercion on issues of national interest. For instance, China’s leadership did not place sanctions on European firms that agreed to sell Taiwan a number of search-and-rescue helicopters in February 2010; rather, it merely issued a brief statement through its Ministry of Foreign Affairs noting that it would “continue to monitor the situation.”\(^4\)

More broadly, China’s leaders have worked hard to create links with Taiwan across all sectors—political, cultural, military, and economic—that are, for the most part, perceived to benefit both Taiwan and China and to create stronger affinities across the Strait. China’s government has, for instance, offered a formulation of reunification designed to appeal to the island’s political culture: the PRC’s 1993 white paper on Taiwan reunification pledges that a peacefully reunified Taiwan would continue to “run its own party, political, military, economic, and financial affairs ... [and] may keep its military forces and the mainland will not dispatch troops or administrative personnel to the island.”\(^4\) To the PRC, this represents a significant political compromise for the sake of regaining its lost territory of Taiwan.

Indeed, in the case of Taiwan the PRC has seemingly based its use of coercion on a continuous assessment of how receptive its Taiwan audience would be to a more cooperative approach. In periods where Taiwan’s government has been deemed more receptive to peaceful overtures, China’s government has extended more
active forms of cooperation. For instance, during the administration of Taiwan’s current president Ma Ying-jeou:

- China offered aid to Taiwan following Typhoon Morakot in 2009.
- In 2010 China and Taiwan signed an “Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement” aimed at integrating certain aspects of the two economies more closely, and China has not objected to Taiwan’s pursuit of free trade agreements with other nations since that document was signed.
- In 2010 the coast guards from both sides of the Taiwan Strait engaged in a large-scale joint maritime search and rescue exercise off the coast of Jinmen, aimed at coordinating accident management for commercial and passenger boats in the Taiwan Strait.\^7

While China may at times incorrectly assess how its coercive and cooperative actions will be received, these examples suggest that the PRC is interested in using whatever tools it believes will work to achieve its goals, rather than relying on a rigidly consistent set of actions.

**Impact of reunification**

Would reunification change the PRC’s preferred balance between cooperation and coercion in its foreign policy?

Probably not. The specific circumstances of reunification could, certainly, change the receptiveness of other nations in the region to China’s overtures. If, for instance, China had taken Taiwan by military force after an extended period of economic coercion, other Asian nations might be suspicious of China’s underlying motivations in pursuing economic or military cooperation with them. If reunification had been peaceful and if China had made significant concessions to Taiwan’s political preferences, Asian nations might be more receptive to cooperation with China.

However, these shifts would not change China’s own historical preference for pragmatism. China has displayed a willingness to move between cooperation and coercion based on its assessment of what would best allow it to achieve its national aims—and, over many decades, it has developed the ability to blend cooperation and coercion. There is no reason to think that reunification would fundamentally change its incentives to do so.
The United States and China are not the only countries in the region with preferences about the power structure in East Asia. The United States Pacific Command (PACOM) area of responsibility is made up of 36 independent states, sovereign actors who make this determination based on an assessment of their own national self-interest. A cross-Strait reunification would be a decision point for them, as well as for the United States and China. All involved would be forced to re-examine their assessment of the security environment and to re-evaluate their preferences regarding the power structure in East Asia. This raises several questions for the United States, illustrated by the arrow above.

- Would current U.S. allies, partners, and friends in the region continue to support the current power structure? At a minimum, would they continue to prefer a structure that is somewhere to the right of the arrow’s midpoint—that is, a structure that is more U.S.-dominant than PRC-dominant?

- Would countries that currently prefer a structure near the middle of the arrow begin to move their preferences toward one end of the continuum?

- Would countries that currently lean toward China move further in that direction, or would they begin to desire more multipolarity or even U.S. dominance?

- If more countries chose to cluster towards the center of the continuum—moving away from U.S. dominance—what would the regional power balance look like?
Three factors that would shape responses

This section examines three higher-order factors that we assess would be most important for shaping the post-reunification preferences of Asian nations:

- **Perceived military strength of the United States and of China in the region.** Asian nations would consider the capabilities of the United States and China to use military force to accomplish an objective within the Asia Pacific region. They also would consider the military limitations that each would face.

- **Perceived reliability of the United States and of China as security partners.** Asian nations would calculate whether they could rely on U.S. or Chinese security partnerships. They would ask:
  - Could the United States or China be counted on to keep commitments, and to follow the spirit as well as the letter of treaty obligations or security promises?
  - Would the United States or China help during a crisis, when called upon for aid or humanitarian relief?
  - Would the United States or China keep its own requests for support reasonable, and not ask for concessions that Asian nations are unable or unwilling to give?

- **Perceived current and potential future value of the United States and of China as economic and as diplomatic partners.** Each Asian nation would consider the current and potential future value of its economic and diplomatic relationship with both China and the United States after reunification. The result of that assessment would affect its desire to maintain relationships with the United States and/or China in other areas.

Perceptions of military strength after reunification

Of the areas listed above, the one most likely to change significantly as a result of cross-Strait reunification is the first: perceptions of U.S. and PRC military strength. The circumstances of reunification would strongly influence these perceptions.

**Perceptions of the United States**

The most important issue affecting perceptions of U.S. military strength would be whether the PRC had brought about reunification through the use of force against Taiwan. Any outcome that could be seen as a military defeat for the United States would be highly damaging for the credibility of U.S. military power in the region.

- If the United States absorbed significant military losses in a reunification scenario—for instance, a large number of combat deaths, a significant loss
of equipment, or major intelligence loss—the damage to the credibility of U.S. military power in the region would be great.

- If reunification came about through the PRC’s use of force against Taiwan and the United States did not become involved, this could easily be painted as a deterrence victory for China’s military. This would cause less damage than outright military defeat, but the perception of U.S. military strength in the region still would be diminished.

**Perceptions of China**

For China, the manner in which reunification occurs is similarly critical. If the PRC were concerned about regional perceptions of its military strength, peaceful reunification would have some distinct advantages:

- The PRC would not incur heavy losses at the hands of either the United States or Taiwan, and the military force it had built for such a campaign would remain intact.
- The PRC could gain the military assets currently held by Taiwan.
- The PLA would probably avoid becoming enmeshed in a costly protracted campaign. Therefore, it would face an easier mission in holding Taiwan after reunification. Some portion of Taiwan’s populace would inevitably be unhappy about reunification under CCP rule, but an armed insurgency would be less likely in the case of a negotiated settlement.

Reunification by force, on the other hand, could lead to an injured Chinese military that was distracted by the mission of holding the island of Taiwan. If, however, China took Taiwan by force quickly and easily with minimal losses to the PLA, the regional perception of its military strength would be enhanced.

**Perceived reliability of the United States and of China as security partners**

Asian nations would also reevaluate both the United States and China in terms of their reliability as security partners. They would each consider their previous experiences partnering with the United States or with China; the way in which reunification had occurred; and the nature of China’s and Taiwan’s post-reunification arrangements. U.S. allies and partners in the region would be looking closely at the willingness of the United States to reassure them, and at the willingness of the PRC to use coercion or cooperation—as showcased by the circumstances of reunification—to attain national objectives.

**Perceptions of the United States**

A reunification that occurred as a result of PRC-initiated compulsion would potentially cause great damage to the perception of U.S. reliability as a regional
security partner. If the United States had not intervened in a coerced reunification, it would be viewed as having abandoned Taiwan and having reneged on its commitment to support peace and democracy in Asia.

This perception could lead to two possible outcomes. On one hand, the United States might be considered a less reliable security partner in the future. On the other hand, following a coerced reunification the United States might be considered a more desirable security partner as a hedge against future Chinese coercion of other nations in the region.

In either case, other countries in the region would measure U.S. performance in meeting commitments to Taiwan against U.S. performance in honoring other commitments in the region. They would also ask what demands the United States might make in the face of the changed security circumstances in East Asia: for instance, would the United States require more robust basing rights, to hedge against a demonstrably coercive China? In a situation where the United States was perceived as a less reliable security partner than previously, it could be difficult to persuade Asian partner nations to agree to more demanding forms of partnership.

Therefore, any post-reunification scenario would likely involve calls for the United States to reassure Asian friends and allies, in a concrete way, of continued U.S. commitment to maintaining its special role in the region.

Perceptions of China

The PRC has long stated its willingness to use force to compel reunification if necessary, and thus the manner in which reunification takes place would not fundamentally change other Asian nations’ views of China’s willingness to keep its commitments to other countries or to provide assistance during times of crisis.

Rather, the question that most countries in the region would be most concerned with is: What would China want in return for partnering with the PRC? Could they count on China not to make requests of them that would be too costly? Asian nations are already making this assessment today, and will continue to do so regardless of Taiwan’s status. However, in a post-reunification scenario, the manner in which the reunification had taken place would matter a great deal to other countries when they assessed the type of partnership they might hope to have with China. A China that had been willing to use military coercion to achieve one national goal would likely be viewed as a China that was willing to use coercion (be it military, economic, or diplomatic) to attain other national objectives as well.

Moreover, other nations in the region would look closely at how China was living up to any agreement it had made with Taiwan, the United States, or any other countries that had played a role in facilitating reunification. If Taiwan retained some level of political, military, and economic autonomy following a peaceful
reunification—as China has long promised it would—China’s perceived trustworthiness would further increase. If, on the other hand, China reneged on this promise, its credibility as a security partner among Asian nations would be reduced.

**The perceived current and future value of the United States and China as economic and diplomatic partners**

Finally, Asian nations would consider the perceived values of the United States and of China as economic partners—for instance, as trading partners, investors, and suppliers of aid—and as diplomatic partners in determining their post-reunification preferences.

The United States and China are both vital trading partners of most nations in Asia. The relative importance of this relationship varies for different countries in Asia, however, and some would be more sensitive to the economic effects of a cross-Strait reunification than others. For instance:

- South Korea, which today views itself as a direct economic competitor with Taiwan for the China market, could become even more concerned that it would be shut out of this market. It might seek stronger trade assurances from China—or, conversely, it might seek alternate trading partners to mitigate the effects of an economic downturn in China.

- Countries for which trade in goods and services is a very high percentage of the national economy, such as Singapore, Vietnam, and Thailand, would stand to benefit from a decrease in trade barriers and from the greater integration of high-tech supply chains that might result from the merger of the China-Taiwan economies.

- For countries that count Taiwan among their top trading partners, such as Vietnam and the Philippines, a cross-Strait reunification would make the relative importance of the combined China-Taiwan economy greater.

- For many countries in Asia Taiwan is a significant source of foreign direct investment—in some cases, more so than China. A reunification would thus increase the relative importance of China as a source of investment.

Even if China’s relative economic importance to Asian nations increased, however, there are few countries in the region that could afford or would desire to eschew an economic relationship with the United States. Desire to maintain a relationship with both the United States and a reunified China would likely be a moderating force, drawing Asian nations closer to the middle of the continuum. The pre-reunification economic relationships of these different actors are the most useful indicators for tracking how Asian nations would perceive the relative value of their economic relationships with the United States and the PRC after reunification.
Diplomatically the picture is more complicated. A China that had used coercion to reunify with Taiwan could suffer a downturn in regional diplomatic status. Countries might seek to diminish China’s relative weight in regional multilateral fora, in part by inviting greater participation by the United States. On the other hand, if the United States were viewed as having reneged on its promises to Taiwan in a coercive reunification—and thus as an unreliable diplomatic partner—regional countries might turn to other powers, such as Japan, Australia, Russia, or India, to provide a diplomatic counterweight to China.

In the case of a peaceful reunification, China’s regional diplomatic status would probably be enhanced.

**Three potential outcomes**

These factors point to three plausible regional responses to a reunification.

**Hold the United States close.**

We could easily see a post-reunification outcome similar to what we see in Asia today, with current relationships maintained or intensified. Allies and friends in the region could feel a heightened sense of threat from the emergence of a unified China in Asia. Many of the current economic and military concerns of China’s neighbors could be exacerbated by the size of the combined PRC-Taiwan economy, with which they would need to compete and interact, and by the presence of a nearby powerful and ever-growing military force that was no longer focused on Taiwan. So long as they viewed the United States as a strong and reliable partner in the region, Asian nations probably would respond to these fears by encouraging a more robust U.S. presence in the region. For instance:

- Japan, which has recently started indicating a desire to build up its military capabilities and reinvigorate its alliance with the United States in order to counter what it views as increasing Chinese belligerence, could ask for greater U.S. commitments to defend against future Chinese aggression.¹¹
- Southeast Asian nations could ask for greater U.S. involvement in regional institutions in order to counterbalance China.¹²
- Regional allies and partners might offer more favorable basing agreements or other forms of support for U.S. operations, and perhaps register strong protest against any changes to U.S. force disposition in the region that might put U.S. military commitment into question.

**Push the United States away.**

If U.S. credibility in the region were brought into question as a result of reunification, Asian nations could alternatively respond to reunification by downgrading their relationships with the United States in favor of stronger
relationships with China. In this scenario, U.S. allies and partners would not support a continued robust U.S. military forward presence in Asia. They might provide little political support for U.S. basing; show less enthusiasm for joint military exercises, training, and other activities; and exclude the United States from new regional security institutions. They could also, conceivably, seek to downgrade other elements of their relationship with the United States, perhaps providing less political, military, or economic support for other U.S. activities around the globe.

Seek equilibrium between the United States and China.

Finally, U.S. friends and allies in the region could determine that the safest way forward would be to hedge bets and seek a balance between the United States and China. Asian nations might feel that they could not afford to jeopardize their economic or other relations with either country, regardless of their ideal preferences.

Countries seeking equilibrium would try to avoid confrontation with either the United States or China. They might become reluctant to back the United States in a crisis involving China. They might also show be unwilling to support any new diplomatic initiatives with the United States that did not also include China, and could present fewer demands for U.S. presence in the region if they felt that doing so would irritate China.

They might also strive to become less reliant on either power to guarantee peace and stability in the region. One example of such behavior is illustrated in the text box at right. Other responses could include an “Asian arms race” in which other militaries would build up their capabilities to counter the PRC, rather than relying on the U.S. security umbrella. It might also result in greater reliance on regional multilateral institutions—perhaps ones that would exclude both the United States and China—to address issues of mutual concern. Finally, it could result in more-diversified economies as individual nations tried to avoid becoming overly dependent on the PRC.

Drawing together to respond to PRC economic coercion

In September 2010, the PRC apparently blocked exports of “rare earth metals” immediately following a maritime confrontation with Japan over the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea. In response to this perceived Chinese bullying, Asian nations drew away from China and toward one another. China holds more than 90% of the global market share in these elements, which are an essential component of many advanced commercial and defense electronics. China did not warn Japan that it would stop these shipments, and it denied that the slowdown had anything to do with the Senkaku incident. Nonetheless, Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, and other nations quickly concluded that they could no longer afford to rely on China as the sole supplier of these materials, and began to seek multiple alternate supply lines, including making agreements with one another, in case such an event should reoccur.
**Impact of reunification**

Would reunification change the preferences of Asian nations with regard to the regional power structure?

Undoubtedly, a cross-Strait reunification would cause Asian nations to reassess their regional security environment. Although there would likely be a fair amount of variation in the ultimate preferences of different countries in the region, we can assume that all countries in the region would be deeply concerned about the implications of a reunification for relative Chinese and U.S. power and influence in Asia.

However, the precise outcome of a reunification scenario is unclear. A peaceful reunification would strengthen China’s diplomatic and military credibility, but could also enhance countries’ views of the United States as a force for stability and balance in the region. A forceful reunification would almost certainly adversely affect regional perceptions of U.S. military strength, and of the credibility of U.S. security commitments in the region, but China’s credibility would also be undermined. Asian nations might still prefer partnership with a slightly weakened United States to reliance on a coercive, hegemonic China.

Even in a forced reunification scenario, the impact on U.S. credibility should not be overstated. Taiwan is but one of many U.S. regional commitments—which also include five bilateral treaty alliances, a long-standing commitment to freedom of navigation, robust development aid and humanitarian assistance, and participation in a number of regional security institutions. It is possible that partners and allies would view U.S. commitment to Taiwan as a “canary in a coalmine.” Should it choose to do so, however, the United States would have ample opportunities to display its resolve to remain diplomatically and militarily forward in Asia.
Variable 5: The U.S.’s Desired Position in a Post-Reunification Asia-Pacific Region

A final variable that would affect the post-reunification security environment in East Asia is the position that the United States wishes to take in Asia following a cross-Strait reunification.

The arrow above illustrates a range of outcomes, from a relatively minimal U.S. presence in Asia, to a significantly expanded footprint. It is in a neutral color, because in our assessment it is not obvious that any specific-sized U.S. footprint in Asia is automatically preferable to others.

- While the United States has enduring national goals in Asia, these goals do not demand that the U.S. adopt a fixed role or a specific security presence in the region.
- The irresolution of Taiwan’s status does not drive U.S. goals in Asia, and a cross-Strait reunification would not alter the United States’ desire to secure its regional goals.
- Reunification would not radically change the United States’ desired role in Asia.
- We cannot dismiss the possibility that the United States might be able to meet its goals and fulfill its preferred role in Asia in ways that would not require as robust a regional military presence as today.

**Position = goals + role + presence.**

The U.S. position in Asia has three elements:

- Its goals: What overarching national interests does the United States seek to support through its activities and relationships in Asia?
- Its role: What status does the United States seek to have in Asia relative to other powers there?
• Its presence: How does the United States want to place itself in Asia across the diplomatic, cultural, military, and economic realms?

These elements are related, but separable, and they have varied over time.

U.S. goals in Asia have remained relatively stable over the past century.

Since the United States first established a permanent presence in Asia in 1898, it has had two persistent goals in the region: (1) to preserve access to Asian markets; and (2) to prevent any single non-U.S. power from dominating Asia’s regional security order. Since World War II, the United States has additionally been interested in a third goal: (3) to provide active support to its allies and partners in Asia in order to build and maintain a peaceful, stable, and democratic Asia-Pacific.54

The United States’ desired role and presence in Asia have changed over time.

While its national goals in Asia have remained relatively consistent over time, the regional role that the United States wishes to play in order to attain these goals has changed. During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, for instance, the United States sought not to become the single dominant power in Asia, but to be an equal player among other Western nations that were also contending for economic influence in the region. Only since the end of World War II has the United States assessed that it could best meet its goals of a stable, peaceful, and accessible Asia by becoming the chief guarantor of regional security and stability.

Even the United States’ desire to play a “leading role” in Asia—a relatively stable desire over the past 65 years—does not lock in a specific relationship vis-à-vis other countries in the region.55 In recent years, for instance, the United States has stated a commitment to sharing greater responsibility for regional defense with other Asian powers, particularly Japan and the Republic of Korea; as former U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates put it in 2009, the United States hopes to become more of a “partner, as opposed to a patron.”56

U.S. presence in Asia has changed significantly over time.

It is in the area of presence that the U.S. position in Asia has changed the most over time. U.S. presence in Asia encompasses a wide range of interactions: economic, cultural, social, political, and military. Over the past several decades, U.S. presence in Asia across all these sectors has continually increased, in part because the United States has changed its approach to achieving its longstanding regional goals.
Due to the breadth of U.S.-Asia interactions, there are limits to how much the U.S. presence in Asia can grow or shrink in the future, regardless of U.S. policy preferences. Political and military presence in Asia is largely under the control of U.S. policymakers, but many other interactions, such as family connections and some business-to-business ties, are not.

In those areas that are matters of policy—including diplomatic ties, military presence, and trade policy—the United States has adopted a range of postures over the years in order to meet its enduring national goals, as shown in table 1 on the next page. Today, as the United States carries out its Global Posture Review, it is considering changes to its force disposition in Asia with an aim of creating a U.S. defense posture that is more politically sustainable, operationally resilient, and geographically dispersed. Like previous changes to U.S. presence in Asia, this has been driven by an evolving assessment of how the United States can best achieve its enduring goals in the region.

### The U.S. presence in Asia today includes (but is not limited to):

- **Trade ties.** In 2010, for the first time, Asia (including India) surpassed Europe as the top U.S. export destination, with nearly $228 billion in exports over the previous 12 months.

- **People-to-people ties.** Perhaps 750,000 Americans currently live in Asia. Five percent of Americans are of Asia-Pacific descent, and they are the second-fastest-growing ethnic group in the United States.

- **Military presence.** Some 70,000 active-duty U.S. military personnel were stationed in Asia as of June 2010.
Table 1: U.S. goals and presence in Asia, 1898-present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Catalyzing event</th>
<th>U.S. regional goal</th>
<th>U.S. political and military presence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Spanish-American War</td>
<td>Open and preserve access to Asian markets.</td>
<td>First U.S. forward naval base in the Philippines. Other Southeast Asian nations colonized by European powers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900-1930s</td>
<td>End of Boxer Rebellion</td>
<td>Prevent any single European power from becoming dominant in Asia.</td>
<td>U.S. pursues Open Door policy to promote equitable Asian trade policies with all Western powers. In 1920s-30s, U.S. signs treaties with Japan and several European powers aimed at fixing territorial claims and preventing a naval arms race in Asia and Europe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930s-1945</td>
<td>Japan colonizes portions of Asia</td>
<td>Prevent Japan from becoming dominant in Asia.</td>
<td>U.S. aligns with China to fight against Japanese military dominance in Asia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-1960</td>
<td>End of WWII</td>
<td>Build regional stability.</td>
<td>U.S. establishes a “hub and spoke” system of bilateral alliances in Asia, largely to contain the influence of the Sino-Soviet alliance; participates in the Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO, a non-binding collective defense organization in SE Asia); and establishes itself as the dominant naval power in Asia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-early 2000s</td>
<td>Collapse of Soviet Union</td>
<td>Maintain regional stability.</td>
<td>As sole superpower, U.S. is militarily dominant in Asia; pursues peaceful engagement with China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early 2000s-present</td>
<td>China’s economic and military influence grow</td>
<td>Maintain U.S. dominance in Asia.</td>
<td>U.S. is militarily dominant in China, but concerned about the future.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The irresolution of Taiwan’s status does not drive U.S. goals in Asia.

Finally, to understand the impact of a cross-Strait reunification on the United States’ preferred position in Asia, we must examine the role of Taiwan in relation to other U.S. goals and relationships in the region.

The United States’ five bilateral treaty alliances in Asia grew from mutual security interests going well beyond Taiwan, and have survived and flourished during the 60 years in which the resolution of Taiwan’s status has been deferred. In most cases, these relationships have continued to grow even since the United States ended its mutual defense treaty with Taiwan in 1979. Moreover, the overview of U.S. presence in Asia given above shows that the United States is currently tied to the region in ways that would remain unaffected by any cross-Strait resolution. These include commitments to:

- Freedom of navigation
- Non-proliferation
- Stability on the Korean peninsula
- Robust development aid and humanitarian assistance
- Participation in a number of regional security institutions
- Strong trade ties and economic partnerships.

It is difficult to imagine that the resolution of Taiwan’s status would fundamentally undermine the rationale behind these defense relationships.

Impact of reunification

Would reunification change the United States’ desired presence in Asia? In some ways, yes; in other ways, not at all.

Reunification would not radically change the United States’ overarching goals or desired role in Asia.

As discussed above, the United States’ overarching goals in Asia would persist after a cross-Strait reunification. The current irresolution of Taiwan’s status does not drive U.S. national goals in Asia, and its removal would not change them.

The United States would still require access to Asian markets and SLOCs; it would still prefer not to be subject to a single (non-U.S.) power dominating Asia’s regional security order; and it would still be concerned with ensuring the peace and stability in the region, as part of a broader desire to maintain peace and stability around the world both as a global public good and as a way of protecting U.S. interests worldwide.
The United States initially took on the role of security guarantor in Asia following World War II based on its concerns over several security issues that have not yet been resolved, to include stability on the Korean peninsula, non-proliferation, and freedom of navigation. Absent Taiwan, the United States would still have a clearly defined role in helping manage and resolve those issues. There is reason to believe that other countries in the region would still value U.S. presence and would want U.S. involvement to continue, and possibly increase, in the region. And there is reason to believe that the United States would not easily trust other nations to protect interests so central to its own.

Reunification could significantly change the United States’ desired security presence in Asia.

The greatest potential change to the U.S. position in Asia following a cross-Strait reunification would be in U.S. regional presence, particularly in the security realm. This is not to imply that a change in the United States’ desired presence in the region is a necessary outcome of a resolution of Taiwan’s status. Indeed, larger U.S. goals—and the leading U.S. role that has long been deemed by Americans as most appropriate for achieving these goals—are likely to remain unchanged. However, reunification could create circumstances that would cause the United States to question the makeup of the presence that is required to meet these goals.

In a post-reunification environment, the United States might no longer view its current forward-oriented security posture as the best means for meeting its goals. Key factors driving U.S. preferences in this regard would include the following:

- The demand by U.S. allies and partners for U.S. presence in the region could increase or decrease dramatically (as described in Variable 4), depending on China’s post-reunification behavior.
- Other demands on the U.S. military force, such as the war on terror, transnational threats, and other contingencies, would certainly play into a national calculation of where U.S. resources were most needed.
- There could be significant domestic pressure for a peace dividend. If a post-reunification China were acting cooperatively and appeared to be genuinely comfortable with a multipolar regional security architecture, there could be strong domestic pressures for the United States to expend fewer resources on the U.S. forward presence that underpins the current Asian security architecture.

Thus one cannot dismiss the possibility that the United States might be able to meet its goals and fulfill its preferred role in Asia in ways that would not require as robust a military presence and thus are less expensive—in terms of both financial costs and opportunity costs.
That said, there are limits to how much the U.S. presence *could* change at a broad level. Decreased military presence is possible to envision, but it seems unlikely that this would carry over into other sectors of the U.S.-Asia relationship. There is *no* scenario in which the United States would cease to be a Pacific nation: its economic, social, and cultural ties to the region are too strong, and these would not be altered by a cross-Strait reunification.
Conclusion

A cross-Strait reunification would bring the United States, China, and U.S. Asian allies and partners to a key decision point. Previous assessments of the regional security environment, and all policies resulting from these assessments, would need to be reevaluated. All parties in Asia would be forced to revalidate their national interests, assess the threats they face, and consider how they should best pursue their national goals. In many cases, this reevaluation is unlikely to result in significant change, but it is likely that all the previous assumptions that have formed a foundation for U.S. presence in the region would be re-examined.

Reunification would change some things, but not everything.

The five variables we discuss in this paper are relevant for understanding the Asian regional security environment today as well as after a reunification. Each represents a continuum of decisions on a particular issue that the United States, China, and other Asian nations make in response to their regional security environment.

Following reunification, some aspects of the regional security environment would almost certainly change. These include:

- **China’s assessment of its new security priorities.** Reunification would free up Chinese military resources that have long been focused on retaking Taiwan, forcing the PLA to make hard choices about where to allocate these resources next.

- **The credibility of U.S. security commitments in Asia.** Any reunification scenario has the potential to affect other Asian nations’ views of the credibility of U.S. security commitments in the region, at least for a while. Any post-reunification scenario would likely involve calls for the United States to reassure its Asian friends and allies of continued U.S. commitment to maintaining its special role in the region.

There are other features of Asia’s security architecture that could change, but might not. Whether they change would depend on the way that reunification took place, and sometimes on other factors. These are:

- **China’s preferred regional security architecture.** A reunified China would likely formulate its preferences based on its strategic assessment of the post-reunification global and regional security environment. It would consider both its available resources and its assessment of future threats in order to determine its preferred future role in Asia.
• The credibility of U.S. military strength in Asia. Any outcome that could be seen as a military defeat for the United States would jeopardize regional views of U.S. military power. If reunification had been achieved peacefully, this could—depending on the precise circumstances—be painted as a deterrence victory for China.

• The degree of security presence the United States wants to have in Asia. The U.S. might determine that there are ways to meet its goals and fulfill its preferred role in a post-reunification Asia that would not require as robust a military presence and thus would be less expensive—in terms of both financial costs and opportunity costs.

Finally, there are elements of the regional security environment that would probably not be significantly affected by a cross-Strait reunification. They are:

• China’s preference for coercive or cooperative means of achieving its national goals. We found no reason to believe that reunification would cause China to more strongly prefer either cooperation or coercion as a primary means of achieving its national goals.

• The United States’ goals and desired role in the Asia-Pacific region. The current irresolution of Taiwan’s status does not drive U.S. national goals in Asia, and its removal would not change them. The United States initially took on the role of security guarantor in Asia following World War II, based on its concerns over several security issues that have not yet been resolved. Absent Taiwan, the United States would still have a clearly defined role in helping manage and resolve those issues.

• A continued U.S. presence in Asia. U.S. economic, social, and cultural ties to the region will require a strong comprehensive presence in Asia for the foreseeable future.
### Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAFTA</td>
<td>East Asian Free Trade Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>Exclusive economic zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA/DR</td>
<td>Humanitarian assistance and disaster relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO</td>
<td>Non-combatant evacuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACOM</td>
<td>United States Pacific Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEATO</td>
<td>Southeast Asian Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOC</td>
<td>Sea line of communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Soviet Socialist Republics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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